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Minutes of the 65th Periodical Conference of Controller of Stores held on 
2nd and 3rd August, 2007 at Rail Bhawan, New Delhi. 

 
 
1.0 Address by AM(RS):   AM(RS) welcomed all the participants for the 
65th Periodical Conference of Controller of Stores.  Availability of Items, 
Inventory Management, Scrap Management, ISO 9000, MMIS, E-
Procurement, Depot Modernization, Transparency, Manpower Planning, Field 
Inspections etc. were slated for discussion during the conference.   
 
1.1 AM(RS) complemented all the COSs for achieving overall targets for 
revenue generation through disposal of scrap for the first quarter of the 
current year and specially SCR, ECoR, NFR and NCR for exceeding their 
proportionate targets for disposal of scrap.  All Railways were advised to 
exceed the targets of Rs. 2000 crores set for current year 2007-08 by a huge 
margin.   
 
1.2 He informed COSs that Indian Railways is passing through 
transformation stage wherein all departments have to put in their best efforts 
to achieve the target of 800 million tonne freight loading in addition to handling 
of ever growing passenger traffic.  For this all assets whether movable or 
immovable, related to operations need to be maintained properly with almost 
nil failure. The function of stores department for maintenance of assets is 
extremely important as the critical support of right quality material is provided 
by them. For this purpose, the availability of items is extremely important. 
   
1.3 All Railways were advised to get ISO-9001 certification for their COS 
offices and depots at the earliest.   
 
1.4 COSs were advised to modernize their depots and mechanise the 
functioning of the depots.  For this, all railways were told to submit their 
proposals for high rise automatic storage and retrieval system & material 
handling M&P such as trucks, fork lifters, multi-utility vehicles, road cranes, 
OHE cranes etc. at the earliest. 
 
1.5 All Railways were advised to implement the guidelines issued by CVC 
on the issue of increasing transparency – registration of vendors and their 
renewals in totality within the specified time frame.   
 
1.6 It was advised to Railways that implementation of IT projects is mission 
area of Hon’ble MR, so, there should not be any time delay in implementation 
of MMIS and e-procurement.   Implementation of IT enabled projects such as 
MMIS and E-procurement will help in bringing more transparency, equity etc. 
in the system which will enhance the image of Railways as a whole and stores 
department in particular and will reduce the complaints further.   
 
1.7 All Railways were advised to reorient themselves towards field working 
at all levels & become more proactive in their response to material 
requirements. 
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1.8 Timely finalization of tenders and the need for review of time taken for 
settlement of tenders was stressed upon and it was advised to reduce the 
time taken for finalization of tenders.   
 
1.9 COSs were advised to review the status of demands awaiting coverage 
stagewise as well as in totality.  It was further advised to keep a watch on 
tender cases awaiting finalization through regular monitoring.   
 
2.0 Address by CRB:  CRB welcomed all the participants for the 65th 
Periodical Conference of Controller of Stores.    
 
2.1 CRB complimented all the COSs and their teams for generating 
revenue worth Rs.1832 crores by exceeding the targets of revenue generation 
through disposal as Rs.1674 crores during the year 2006-07.  He lauded the 
performance of the railways on this front for achieving the much enhanced 
level of target as Rs. 400 crores during the first quarter of current year 2007-
08. 
 
2.2 CRB complimented SR, SCR, ECoR & CR for ensuring availability of 
safety items more than 98%.  He advised that overall availability of safety 
items as 96% is below the targeted level and there is need for further 
improvement to the level of cent-percent. He cautioned ECR to take suitable 
actions for enhancing availability of safety items on their unit. 
 
2.3 CRB expressed satisfaction over availability of stock items over Indian 
Railways.  However, he cautioned ECR over low level of availability of stock 
items. 
 
2.4 Railways were advised about paradigm shift which has taken place in 
the IR during recent years. 
 
2.4.1 Railways were informed that as per BE 2007-08, targets for cash 
surplus is Rs. 20,000 crores & for operating ratio is 78.4%, which means that 
IR is passing through real turn around not only in monetary terms but also in 
terms of expectations of passengers.   Priority areas & main targets for 
current year are of 800 MT originating freight loading and running of 24 coach 
passenger trains.  For this main focus will remain for improving the reliability & 
optimization of assets and for this quality of all materials should be such that 
they last at least till next schedule of replacement.  
 
2.5 CRB laid stress on availability of quality items in time and in position 
specially in ROH depots, POH depots etc. to avoid any hold up. 
 
2.6 All railways were advised to ensure immediate procurement of 
coaching items with upgraded specifications with a view to step up safety, 
reliability and passenger comfort. 
 
2.7 CRB stated that issue of paint came up for discussion during GMs 
Conference wherein Hon’ble MR expressed his displeasure on the quality of 
paints which is applied on exterior of coaches and locomotives.  These should 
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be procured from reliable sources only.  Option of procurement of quality 
branded product of paint may be examined.   
 
2.8 CRB stated that it is desirable to buy items with initial higher cost but 
with longer life.  Many a times must change items, safety items are not 
available which may lead to generation of non-stock demands.   With the help 
of MMIS, non-stock purchases may be checked up and EAC of items may be 
enhanced suitably by COSs by becoming proactive on this front.  
 
2.9 Time schedule for tender finalization need to be watched regularly and 
tenders should be finalised fast.  Tendency for retendering needs to be 
discouraged heavily.   
 
2.10 Upgradation of storage facilities and material handling is the need of 
the hour.  All depots should be equipped with required M&P for collection of 
consignments from stations, unloading, storage, delivery and distribution to 
the end users. 
 
2.11 It was advised by CRB that all important orders should be speaking 
orders. This will avoid a lot of confusion/work at a later date.  
 
2.12 WCR and ECR were advised by CRB for timely submission of periodic 
returns to Board. 
 
2.13 Quality of items with composite materials must be ensured. For 
bonding of composite material, properties of adhesives used are extremely 
important.   
 
2.14 CRB advised that more powers should be delegated to depot/divisional 
level with clear cut and transparent guidelines.  This will ensure smooth 
working at field level and also reduce delays. 
 
2.15 CRB advised that to improve the efficiency of purchase office, option of 
inducting diploma holders as Purchase Assistants may be though of for 
implementation.  In fact technical support staff should be available in 
purchase office as procurement is a very important activity.   Quality purchase 
always results in reduced level of post contract work. 
 
2.16 All railways were advised to conduct field inspection as per laid down 
schedule by officers at all levels. 
 
2.17 Railways were advised to adopt latest techniques of supply chain 
management. 
 
2.18 CRB directed that Project on e-procurement must be followed up 
vigorously as this is likely to reduce human interface, lead time with enhanced 
level of transparency and public image in the field of procurement. 
 
2.19 It was advised by him to implement all IT related projects like MMIS, e-
procurement, e-auction etc. at the earliest to improve efficiency levels. 
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3.0 Address by MM:  MM welcomed all the participants for the 65th 
Periodical Conference of Controller of Stores.  MM complimented the stores 
department for providing critical support for materials, supplies. 
 
3.1 It was advised by MM that target for current year for originating freight 
traffic is 800 MT in addition to passenger traffic which has to be carried.  
Therefore, it is necessary that additional capacity for such high targets of 
traffic is built up.  Stores department has very vital role to play as they are to 
arrange supplies of reliable material in time, so that there is no hold up 
anywhere and there is synergy in all departments at all levels.   
 
3.2 It was mentioned by MM that Public procurement has its own merits 
and problems.  People dealing with public procurement have to be 
transparent and have to show that things are equitable and everybody has 
been given equal opportunity to participate.   
 
3.3 MM complimented COSs for achieving the target of revenue generation 
through disposal of scrap for the first quarter of current year.  However, it was 
stated by him that there is a lot of scrap available on Indian Railways so 
efforts should be made to generate much more revenue than the target of Rs. 
2000 crores set for revenue generation through disposal of scrap for current 
year. 
 
3.4 MM laid stress on modernization of stores depots and mechanization of 
various stages of material handling in depots, so that unskilled labour is 
reduced to minimum.  Intelligent warehousing, cataloguing, barcoding, RFID 
etc. should be used to the maximum extent.  It was stated by him that 
adequate funds are available for modernization of depots which will be 
provided for all the proposals received from railways whether approved by GM 
or not.  So, all Railways and PUs should immediately plan for modernization 
of their depots to utilize vertical storage space and to reduce manual handling 
of materials and send proposals to Board at the earliest for their sanction. 
 
3.5 He advised that quality of supplies of paints for rolling stock is a 
problem over IR.  Exterior paints for coaches get washed away in one rainy 
season giving a shabby look.   Thereafter coaches need to be painted again 
resulting in extra expenditure.  This problem needs to be resolved at the 
earliest. 
 
3.6 MM further directed that not only the substandard quality material 
should be rejected but firms supplying items of substandard quality should  be 
disqualified for future business. 
 
3.7 Procurement should be of items with acceptable quality at lowest price 
not at lowest price with substandard quality. 
 
3.8 While finalizing tenders, lowest technically suitable offers are to be 
accepted not L1 offers.  In case of unworkable/very low rates offered by 
tenderers, their offers should be rejected on the ground that the offers are un-
workable. 
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3.9 Inordinate delays in settlement of tenders must be avoided.  Efforts 
should be made to place purchase orders within 30 days of opening of 
tenders.  All formats should be simplified to enable TC to deliberate and 
finalise the tender at the earliest.  Our inventory system should be as close as 
to “Just In Time” concept by phasing out deliveries with precision.   
 
3.10 All purchase officers must conduct field inspections regularly and meet 
consignees/stock holders.  This will drastically reduce the problems related to 
timely availability of quality materials with on the spot decision for important 
items. 
 
3.11 Recently, specifications of certain items for coaching stock, freight 
stock and locomotives have been upgraded.  Purchases of these items should 
be finalized at the earliest.  In case of non-availability of funds, all activities 
prior to making financial commitments should be completed immediately and 
as soon as the funds are made available, financial commitments should be 
entered into. 
 
3.12 There should not be any quality related problems as specifications of 
items are being upgraded for stepping up safety, reliability and passenger 
comfort.  
 
3.13 It was advised by MM to have equitable distribution of staff of sports 
quota, cultural quota, physically handicapped quota and de-categorized staff 
among all departments. 
 
3.14 Depots should be utilized optimally by phasing out the deliveries for 
high value items.  This will also reduce inventory balances at any particular 
point of time.   
 
3.15 He stated that purchase activities are critical activity requiring a lot of 
attention and caliber, so, properly trained staff should be given the job related 
to purchase activities. 
 
4.0 Address by MT:  MT welcomed all the participants for the 65th 
Periodical Conference of Controller of Stores.   
 
4.1 MT stated that Railway is passing through a transformation phase 
wherein the freight loading target of 800 MT has been set with total earnings 
as Rs. 70000 crores in the current year.  For achieving this target of freight 
loading, all rolling stock and other assets required for operation of freight and 
passenger trains need be kept in excellent condition with high level of 
reliability.  Such asset reliability can be achieved only with proper 
maintenance of all assets. 
 
4.2 Railways were advised that there should not be any case of non-
availability of materials.  All materials should be made available at the time of 
their requirement.  COSs were advised to be more proactive towards their 
customers and to have more closer interaction with them.   
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4.3 COSs were advised that this year being the last year of execution of 
works under SRSF and large number of works still pending for 
completion/execution under SRSF, there should not be any delay in 
procurement of items required for completion of SRSF works.   
 
4.4 It was advised by MT that in procurement, improved quality of materials 
is of paramount importance in proper maintenance of assets and reliability of 
assets.  
 
4.5 Inspection of all items should be carried out as per specification without 
any failure. 
 
4.6 Quality of Tri-colour LED signal lamp and Hand Signal lamp has not 
been up to the mark.  Perhaps the role of inspection agency in this regard has 
not been upto the expectations and the inspections of these items have also 
not been properly carried out in some of the cases.  These must be ensured 
by all Railway units. 
 
4.7 It was stated by MT that presently on IR, six tones of excess loading of 
wagons beyond carrying capacity is being permitted i.e CC+6 loading.   In a 
short time from now 8 tonnes of excess loading of wagons beyond carrying 
capacity will be permitted i.e. CC+8 loading.  This loading is likely to result in 
severe strain on rolling stock.   All materials to sustain such higher loadings 
must be in position. 
 
4.8 Touch and Feel items must be of the best quality.   
 
4.9 Interior fittings and bathroom fittings of Ist AC, AC 2 Tier and AC 3 Tier 
coaches need to be improved upon. 
 
5.0 Address by AM(F): 
 

AM(F) stressed upon the need to intensify efforts to implement E-
procurement in all Railway units.  This will certainly improve transparency and 
efficiency in procurement.  NR to extend scope of e-procureent to all their 
tenders to gain full advantage of this application.  He further advised that 
there must be judicious application of mind before concluding there is a cartel 
formation.  For this, guidelines of Railway Board issued in August 2002 should 
be carefully studied and understood.  AM(F) further advised that a balanced 
view is to be taken while following Board’s orders of May 2006 on placement 
of orders on Pt.II approved vendors. 
 
6.0 Address by AM(ME): 
 

AM(ME) deliberated a lot on the categorization of sources as Part-II 
and Part-I sources and on RDSO’s Policy on upgradation of a source from 
Part-II category to Part-I category.  It was clarified by him that even though 
Part-II sources may have developed the product with respect to Railway’s 
specifications and have complied with all tests including accelerating aging 
tests but the same has not undergone actual field trials, so, actual field 
performance details of item developed by Part-II sources are not available.  
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The Part-II sources whose product has undergone successful field trials are 
upgraded to Part-I category by RDSO as per laid down procedure.   Thus 
placement of bulk quantity orders on Part-II sources is leading to 
enhancement in untested supplies w.r.t. field trials in the actual field which is 
not desirable.  He, therefore, suggested that the percentage of total order 
quantity on Part-II sources should be restricted to bare minimum quantity for 
carrying out successful field trials.  
 
7.0 Address by Advisor (Vig):  
 
7.1 It was stated by Adv(Vig) that systems being followed in IR are time 
tested and proven.  Problems have arisen only when the individuals try to 
mutilate the systems or not to follow the system in true spirit. 
 
7.2 Advisor(Vig) dwelt upon various issues raised by CVC and desired that 
instructions circulated by CVC must be followed with spirit behind the 
instructions.   
 
7.3 It was advised by him to ensure uploading of all tender documents in 
downloadable format on the websites prior to publications of NIT in news 
papers and to ensure that tender documents in downloadable format on 
website remains available round the clock.  
 
7.4 It was advised by him to upload all contract details valued above Rs.20 
lakhs on the website.  These contract details published on website should 
cover at least 60% of value of total contracts placed. 
 
7.5 It was advised by him to be transparent in registration of firms by 
uploading all the rules and regulations related to registration of vendors 
alongwith application form in downloadable format.  The status of application 
for new registration and renewal of registration should also be uploaded/ 
made available on line.   
 
7.6 Eligibility criterion and criterion for evaluation of offers should be clearly 
laid down in tender documents. 
 
7.7 It was advised by him to ensure transparency in awarding of contracts 
by recording reasoned recommendation and acceptance.   
 
8.0 Address by CTE/CVC: 
 

CTE/CVC informed the COS about the views of CVC and stand taken 
by CVC on the issue of procurement of items.  It was advised by him that: 

 
8.1 Procurement of PAC items should be generally avoided.  All 
procurement should be through the process of competitive bidding only. 
 
8.2 Specifications should be generalized to the extant possible.  In the 
description/specification of item, model number of items/part no. of items of 
specific firm should be avoided. 
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8.3 Approved sources should be manufacturers only and not the 
distributors/ stockists/ agents. 
 
8.4 Specifications/scope of work should not be pruned/diluted after tender 
opening. 
 
8.5 Tenders should be dealt de-novo by higher level tender committee 
whenever case is passed over to higher level tender committee by lower level 
tender committee. 
 
8.6 Quantity of items being procured should be as per the need and not in 
the multiple of need and convener of TC/purchase officers should have 
prudence to buy as per need. 
 
8.7 Reasonableness of rates should be recorded with proper & logical 
reasons. 
 
8.8 Role of appreciation committee in Railway Board need to be clearly 
defined. 
 
8.9 It is the responsibility of tender committee to cross check tabulation 
with offers submitted by firm.  In case tabulation statement is at variance with 
offers submitted by tenderers then it is the tender committee which may be 
taken up for wrong decisions. 
 
8.10 All specifications/performance criterion should have logical and rational 
basis.  Upgradation of specifications and higher level of performance 
parameters over previous/old tenders should have proper justice. 
 
9.0 Address by EDV(S): 
 

It was advised by EDV(S) that: 
 
9.1 Reasons must be recorded for fixation/lowering of reserve price of 
scrap and also for selling scrap below reserve price during auction (following 
the extant delegation of powers). 
 
9.2 For local purchases, a panel of registered/approved sources need be 
maintained. 
 
9.3 For items readily available in the market, rate reasonableness may be 
done based on price list/ MRP/ catalogue price etc. and not on the 
recommendation of the indentors. 
 
9.4 Change of inspection clause from pre-inspection to inspection after 
receipt/ consignee inspection/ acceptance against WTC and guarantee 
certificate should be avoided.  In exceptional circumstances, this may be done 
but very judiciously and after taking all necessary approvals. 
 
9.5 Cases of retendering without sound reasoning must be avoided as it 
may lead to increase in rates and other complications. 
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9.6 Upload all contract details alongwith reference to the tender details.   
 
9.7 Ensure early compliance of instructions of CVC on vendor registration.   
 
10.0 Discussion on agenda items: 
 
10.1 Availability of items: 
 
10.1.1 ECR and SER were advised to improve upon availability of safety 

items on their railways while ECR was also advised to improve upon 
overall availability of stock items.   
 

10.1.2 It was advised to Railways/PUs that some of the Railways have started 
sending all information pertaining to RS(G) & RS(IC) Branch via e-mail 
to DRS(IC) at drsic@rb.railnet.gov.in.  But most of the Railways/PUs 
are yet to do so.  Railways were advised to ensure cent percent 
compliance on this issue. 

 
10.2 Inventory Management: 
 
10.2.1 Railways were advised to keep a watch on balances under sales 

suspense, purchase suspense and stock adjustments accounts and to 
have regular meetings with FA&CAO for clearance of outstanding 
debits under these heads by linking documents/vouchers timely.  
Otherwise, this may result in artificial depression/rise in overall stores 
balances and TOR.   
 

10.2.2 Railways were advised to achieve the BE targets for 2007-08 for 
issues, balances & TOR. 

 
10.2.3 CR, ER, ECoR,  NR, NCR, SR, SCR, CLW, DLW, ICF, RWF & RCF, 

who were having adverse balances under sale suspense & purchase 
suspense, stock adjustment accounts were advised to take corrective 
action immediately. 

 
10.3 Scrap Sale Management: 
 
10.3.1 SCR, ECoR, NFR and NCR were congratulated on their excellent 

performance with regard to disposal of scrap during the first quarter of 
current year.  Railways lagging behind the targets, were advised to 
take appropriate actions for achieving the targets set for their Railways.   

 
10.3.2 It was advised to Railways to make concerted efforts to obtain Rails & 

P-way scrap from Engineering Department and condemned wagons 
from Mechanical Department as offering of scrap consisting of Rails, P-
way and condemned wagons is very low on some of the railways.   

 
10.3.3 SWR was advised to dispose off 17 accidented damaged wagons 

awaiting their disposal for a period exceeding three months.  SER and 
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WR were also advised to dispose off 90 & 18 accidented wagons 
respectively lying at their Railway at the earliest.  
 

10.3.4 It was decided to examine proposals for: 
 
a. Enhancement in lot size and lot value. 
b. Enhancement in EMD and SD for sale tenders. 

 
10.4 ISO-9000 Certification: 
 
10.4.1 It was advised to Railways to get ISO-9001 certification for their COSs 

office and depots at the earliest, preferably by December 2007. 
 
10.4.2 CR, ECR, ECoR, NER, NWR, SER & WCR, who were lagging far 

behind in implementation of ISO-9001, were advised to expedite the 
same.  
 

10.5 MMIS: 
 
10.5.1 All Railways were advised for online implementation of all modules of 

MMIS developed by CR at the earliest as this will result in 100% 
availability of information at all levels at all items, thereby reducing the 
communication gap.  It was further advised to railways that additional 
money as needed by them will be provided during the sanction of RE 
2007-08, for which funds requirement with justification may be sent to 
C&IS Directorate before 30th September, 2007 with a copy to 
EDRS(G). 

 
10.5.2 ER, ECR, NWR & SWR, who were lagging behind in implementation of 

MMIS, were advised to expedite the same on their Railways. 
 
10.6 E-procurement: 
 
10.6.1 All Railways were advised to complete the various activities well within 

the targets as detailed in DO of AM(RS) dated 16-05-2007 at the 
earliest and be ready for implementation of e-procurement on their 
railway which is being done centrally by CRIS in association with NR.  
It was noted that Digital Certificates have still not been procured by 
many Railway units.  This should be expedited and revised target, if 
any, be intimated with itemwise progress by the COSs’ to AM(RS) by 
10th of every month. 

 
10.6.2 RWF, NCR, DMW & WCR, who are not sending their monthly progress 

report, were advised to send itemwise progress without fail. 
 
10.6.3  Progress made by CRIS: CRIS was advised to intimate their plan of 

implementation of e-procurement to all Railways with the training 
schedule. 
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10.7 Depot Modernisation: 
 
10.7.1 It was advised to Railways to send the proposals for depot 

modernization to Board’s Office at the earliest with a copy of proposal 
to EDRS(S).  It was also advised to Railways that the funds needed for 
depot modernization will be provided as adequate funds are available.  
Proposals not agreed to at Railway level may also be sent to Board’s 
office for their consideration, well before R.E. stage. 

  
10.8 Works Programme: 
 
10.8.1 Railways were advised to prepare plans for carrying out repairs of 

existing infrastructure and construction of additional infrastructure 
under the powers of GMs for providing enhanced level of service.  
Proposals needing approval of Board should be included in PWP for 
submission to Board and a copy of the proposal should be sent to 
EDRS(S) separately also.   

 
10.9 M&P/Equipments: 
 
10.9.1 Railways were advised to process for sanction of M&P required for 

mechanization of material handling and for reduction in manual 
handling at the level of depots.  It was advised to Railways to procure 
material handling equipments to rightsize the human interface. 

 
10.10 Creation of ex-cadre organization: 
 
10.10.1 As most of the working of stores department has been 

computerized, so, staff conversation with handling hardware and 
software will be needed badly in immediate future.  Railways were 
advised to initiate creation of ex-cadre organization within the stores 
department to deal with IT enabled services.     

 
10.11 Time Schedule: 
 
10.11.1 Procurement time:  A draft presentation on time cycle of 

purchase activity was made by Shri Atul Gupta, Sr. Prof., Railway Staff 
College.  All Railways were advised to reduce and eliminate duplicate 
and redundant process stages involved in demand vettings and 
tendering process.  The existing time cycle used in process of 
stock/non-stock demands is too long and need to be reduced 
drastically. 

 
10.12 Transparency – Implementation of CVC’s instructions on 

registration of vendors: 
 
10.12.1 Railways were advised to implement the CVC’s instructions on 

registration of vendors i.e uploading of all rules and regulations 
alongwith application form in downloadable format and uploading of 
latest status of application for new registration and renewal of 
registrations on website. 
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10.13 Online placement of supply orders against DGS&D Rate 

contracts: 
 
10.13.1 As lot of problems are being faced in implementation of system 

for online placement of supply orders against DGS&D rate contract, so, 
it was decided to convene a meeting of Railways with DGS&D to sort 
out all the problems.  To avoid duplicate data entry, it was also 
suggested to develop various interfaces as needed between the MMIS 
system of each Railway and DGS&D’s e-procurement system.   

 
10.14 Position of advertised tender cases pending for more than 60 

days: 
 
10.14.1 Railways were advised to keep a watch on tenders awaiting 

finalization so that they are finalised expeditiously.  An endeavor 
should be made to finalise atleast 10% of tenders within a week’s time. 
 

10.14.2 Tender cases awaiting finalisation should be monitored regularly 
at the level of COSs. 

 
10.15 Man-power planning: 
 
10.15.1 Railways were advised to complete selections for Group ’B’ 

posts wherever pending.   
 

10.16 Field inspections: 
 
10.16.1 Railways were advised to carry out field inspections regularly at 

all levels.   
 
10.17 Coverage of demands: 
 
10.17.1 COSs were advised to ensure that coverage of all stock items is 

made atleast three months before the beginning of consumption 
period.   
 

10.17.2 COSs were also advised to ensure that no non-stock demand is 
kept pending for coverage for a period beyond six months. 
 


